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Belonging, Believing, Becoming. 

‘To grow a diverse and creative educational community, where we encourage belonging and 

nurture believing; together becoming fulfilled and responsible members of God’s world.’ 

Address: St Elisabeth’s Way, Reddish, Stockport. SK5 6BL.  

Tel: 0161 432 5785 

e-mail: admin@thrive-ste.com  

website: www.st-elisabeths.stockport.sch.uk 
 

Dear Parents/Carers, 

We have had an excellent week in school. 

Some children have been given new roles and responsibilities. Each class now 

has two ‘Class Ambassadors’ who meet and greet any visitors that may arrive 

in their classroom and explain to them what they are learning. The 

Ambassadors had a practice run on Tuesday when Ian Cole (an Academy 

Trustee) visited; he was most impressed! 

In addition, we now have two ‘Junior Police Community Support Officers’ 

from Year 6, who are addressing the illegal parking around school in the 

mornings. They hand out tickets explaining how dangerous some parents’ 

actions are to our children and school community. Let’s hope this works! 

I hope you all have a lovely weekend. 

Best wishes 

Mrs Lancashire 
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EYFS 

In Maths this week have been investigating the numbers 6, 7 and 8. The children have used their 

number fans to ‘show’ the number and were superb at ordering the numerals. They also, demonstrated 

the numbers on their tens frame. In Literacy, the children have been hunting for our tricky words 

which have been hidden around the classroom. Once the children found one, they had to read it! 

In R.E, the children have been learning about what a Church looks like inside. The children all agreed 

that the stain glass windows were very colourful and pretty. 

 

 

 

 

KS1 

In History, we have been looking at Florence Nightingale and discussing how hospitals have 

changed over time.  

This week, KS1 have had a very special visitor! A nurse came into class to speak to the 

children about her job and what her role is. The children all had lots of questions to ask and 

listened carefully to the nurse. She showed us her uniform and we reflected on how this was 

different from the uniform we had seen Florence Nightingale wearing.  

 

 

 

Lower Key Stage 2 

What a week! As well as having lots of fun on Number day, we have also enjoyed a live 

Science lesson delivered by Steve Backshall. This linked to our Science unit all about 

classifying plants and animals. We learnt about different species of sharks and got to use a 

classification key to identify the shark in the picture. We loved interacting with the lesson, 

completing the different tasks and learning about how to protect animals. 

 



 

ATTENDANCE 

WINNERS 

Year 2B 

96% 

 

Year 3/4H 

99% 

WELL DONE! 

   

  

Uthman  Bilal  Chloe Benyamin 

   Mason      Anylah    Phoebe  Jasmine 

Upper Key Stage 2 

In Upper Key Stage 2, we have continued our 

study into Spain and its geography. We have 

looked at the different types of settlements 

in Spain and researched examples of a village, 

town and city. We used these facts to 

produce a persuasive leaflet, encouraging 

tourist to visit one of the settlements. Which 

settlement would you like to visit? 

 

  

 

 



 

 

 

SUPERSTARS 
 Good 

Behaviour 

Reader of 

the week 
 

 

Top 

Learner 

 

EYFS Bella Max Aniyah For showing amazing courage 

when participating in our 

Phonics lessons and singing 

our Nursery Rhymes.  

Y1A Harley Xander Bella C For showing resilience and 

courage in phonics!  

Y2B Erika Arthur Jacob For showing great courage 

over the past few months and 

still trying his best at school! 

Y2D Sionna Elsie-Rose Jenson For fantastic writing! 

Y3K Chloe Reggie Lucy For her fantastic Science 

work! 

Y3/4H Tom Alfie Natalia Always shows a courageous 

attitude and asks for help if 

unsure. 

Y4B Jasmine Aisha Colin For showing courage and 

perseverance in developing his 

own ideas in writing. 

Y5M Ava Daisy Kamran For having the courage to do 

his best and improve his 

presentation. 

Y6M Layla Layton Dominion For always showing the 

courage to push himself to 

produce his best especially in 

writing. 

 


